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School Improvement Plan 

2022-2023 

Section 1:  District Data 
1. Building: Emerald Ridge High School 2. Plan Date: 2022-2023 School Year

3. Principals: Ed Crow, Juhi Bhatia, Angelina Quiles, Steve Leifsen 4. School Enrollment: 1544

5. F/R Percentage: 36.3% 6. Special Education Percentage: 11.5%

7. Multilingual Percentage: 4.5% 8. Grade Span: Grades 10-12

Section 2: School Leadership Team Members 
Parent-Community Partners 

Please list by (Name, Title/Role & Signatures) 

Assurance: This plan has been developed with the involvement of the school community to be served, 
and the individuals who carry it out, including teachers, administrators, other staff, and parents. 

Ed Crow, Principal 
Angelina Quiles, Asst. Principal 
Steve Leifsen, Asst. Principal 
Juhi Bhatia, Asst. Principal 
Krista Bates, Asst. Principal 
Corey Evans, Teacher 
Molly Susee, Teacher 
Jennifer Thun, Teacher 
Tracie Shepard, Teacher 
Michael Chappell, Teacher 

Kelley Connor, Teacher 
Ann Read, Teacher 
Scott Fry, Teacher 
Jill Fox-Mullen, Teacher 
Barb Miller, Teacher 
Brenda Schrader, Teacher 
Kellie McRill, Office Manager  
Jenni Muehlenbruch, Teacher 
Tom Jauch, Teacher 
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Section 3: Vision Statement 
Each student will graduate a resourceful, service-oriented, and thoughtful leader 

Section 4: Culture of Equity Description/Statement 
 At Emerald Ridge All Means All and All Means Each 

We are committed to creating a welcoming environment for all while creating experiences that are engaging and 
relevant for each and every student. 

At Emerald Ridge, we are committed to honoring that each student, family, and member of our community possesses 
strengths and cultural knowledge that benefits their peers, educators, and schools.   

Emerald Ridge's commitment to equity goes beyond equality; it requires educators to examine which current practices 
result in disparate outcomes for our students of color, students living in poverty, students receiving special education 
and English Learner services, students who identify as LGBTQ+, and highly mobile student populations. 

Emerald Ridge staff will develop an understanding of historical contexts; engage students, families, and community 
representatives as partners in decision-making; and actively dismantle systemic barriers, replacing them with practices 
that ensure all students have access to the instruction and support they need to attain their educational goals. 
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
The purpose of this section is to synthesize the analysis and learning that the building has gleaned from studying the data and other pertinent 
inquiry information. This section serves as a summary to assist the building in identifying strategies, best practices, and goals embedding AVID, 
GLAD, SEL, PBIS, MTSS, Parent Family Engagement, and other activities that constitute the school improvement plan that builds upon the 
strengths to achieve the goals.  

Student Populations 
1. What key takeaways does your school have about how student groups are performing on state (e.g. Washington School Improvement

Framework, SBA) and locally determined indicators (e.g. Star Reading and Math) of learning and teaching success?

• STAR Data: How did class of 2024 perform last Spring? How did class of 2025 perform this Fall? Looking at growth for all and
specifically for those with Tier II and III supports.

• SBA: By its nature this compares different cohorts each year. It does give us general information from a standardized assessment.
• Grad Rates and GREW Usage: Look at both our rate and how many students (2022 and 2023) need GREW waivers to graduate. Are

there demographic trends with GREW Usage?
• AP and CiHS Enrollment: Is it increasing? Is it proportional to student body?

o AP Passage Rate and Scores: Are passing scores increasing and scores of 1 decreasing? Are these two columns proportional
to student body?

• CTE Industry Certs: Looking at certs that directly lead to career opportunities.
• Panorama: Increasing sense of belonging

2. What are some possible root causes your team has identified? Consider both identification of areas of strength and what it will take to
build strength in other areas.
• Attendance has decreased since COVID. This includes significantly more excused absences.
• District late work policy may be adversely impacting students completing daily work.
• Reassessment policy may be impacting students study habits.
• Is increase in AVID students taking AP classes negatively impacting AP scores?

Current Strengths: 
• After COVID, many teachers are utilizing Schoology more effectively. This assists students that are absent in keeping current with

assignments. It also allows parents to have a better sense of where students are at grade wise in their classes.
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
• AVID enrollment is increasing. Having a single stable teacher is helping to build numbers and relationships.

3. A central element of quality improvement work is being centered on our learners. Describe a day in a student’s life at your school.
Consider the strengths, challenges, and the relationships that they might possess.

Every student’s day is a little different. Many students are still struggling with how to do school coming out of the pandemic. Turn in rate for
work is lower than it’s ever been. Many students feel that classes are moving too fast, while many teachers feel they are moving through
content slower than ever before. Our goal is that students feel more confident, competent, and connected every day. Gaining confidence in a
world of uncertainty is a challenge. Building a level of competence in their studies happens one lesson at a time. And helping students feel
connected after extended isolation is something we work toward every day.

Educators 
1. Describe the degree to which the school’s vision and the equity statement are reflected in the actual building culture and day to day

activities?

We do a good job of providing opportunities for the components of our Vision Statement for those that seek those opportunities, but it
isn’t a day to day focus for all.

2. What professional learning and support have you already implemented that is proving to be powerful and effective? What are your
metrics for identifying them as successful?

Professional learning has not been systemic enough to be considered powerful. We have had more PD in silos that can be powerful for
some in the moment, but without follow-up, time, reflection, and assessment of impact we can’t speak to long-term effectiveness.

3. What professional learning and support have you identified that the school’s staff (e.g. administrators, educators, counselors,
paraprofessionals, support staff, etc.) need to strengthen the implementation of evidence-based practices for both teaching and learning,
as well as intervention supports?

We need to be targeted. Teachers feel overwhelmed and we need to choose one or two items on which to focus. Once we find an
evidence based practice we need to attempt it with fidelity.

Systems of Support 
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
1. Consider the degree to which the school’s system of support is grounded in meeting the behavioral, social-emotional and academic needs

of students: What are the multi-tiered systems of support that are in place (Title I, LAP, ML, SEL, etc.)?

This year Emerald Ridge has made a concerted effort to emphasize and bolster the two halves of our MTSS system, both academic and
behavioral SEL. In addressing the academic needs of our students, Emerald Ridge participated in the first universal screener of sophomore
literacy of any high school in our district. We organized and executed a plan in which all sophomores take a reading assessment created
by Rennaissance to provide Lexile and instructional reading levels for every student. These were shared with teachers to inform instruction
and identify surprises and challenges they saw in their students. They also identified students in the bottom quartile. We plan to put
together Tier 2 and tier 3 remediation groups for students to accelerate in preparation for the SBA given at the end of sophomore year. In
January, Emerald Ridge will be piloting a reading intervention program through Reading Plus to our Tier 3 students, as identified by the
Rennaissance universal screener.  This program will allow students to receive direct instruction in reading during homeroom as well as
computerized lessons that can be completed individually.  We plan to initially administer a six-week trial and then modify the intervention
based on the data collected.
We are also providing time and resources to allow all students to engage in individualized self-directed literacy skill building. Through a
designated academic support time, students are engaging in reading practice through an application called Freckle. In addition, we have
dedicated positions for language and learning needs with multiple full-time special education and MLL teachers and paraprofessionals.
These specialists all contribute along with other general education teachers to the nomination and diagnosis process for our student
support team to deal with our most complex students and their needs
Under the behavioral and social emotional umbrella of our MTSS, we are providing a universal Screener through the panorama survey.
Utilizing our new data platform PSD insights, we are able to identify students scoring low in social emotional learning components based
on this data we can gather further information through teacher surveying and student dialogue in an effort to construct small groups for
meetings with counselors these small group meetings will serve as strategic Tier 2 and Tier 3 supports for our students with the most
complex needs of behavioral and social emotional support.
For more behavioral supports, Emerald Ridge has instituted an intervention system to deal with unskillful choices to assist in more
restoration and rehabilitation and not punishment. In lieu of exclusionary practices, we have dedicated time and energy to creating
inclusive supports that allow students to participate in restorative practices and reflection rather than out of school suspension. These
practices have seen significant reductions in absenteeism and tardiness. In addition, acts of subjectivity such as dangerous behaviors,
misconduct, and defiance are also down versus previous years. An additional part of the intervention system involves utilizing the
academic and SEL support time every day in specific and individualized interventions for nicotine and other substance abuse when
students are found having used substances on campus like nicotine in lieu of exclusionary practices.  We have begun an intervention
system involving our prevention intervention specialist and our social emotional learning TOSA in collaboration during Homeroom.
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Section 5: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

2. What are the areas of strengths and improvements?

Through the implementation of universal screeners for both academic and behavioral supports we have been able to identify need in
every corner of our campus. Prior to this systematic approach our MTSS system was far more reactive. Now we can be proactive in
identifying needs; whether it is for SBA literacy need or through social emotional and behavioral need. This proactive approach
establishes processes to identify need and further establish productive educational environments. By using all three tiers of our strategy,
we are creating learning environments in which each, and by each we mean every, student can have their learning needs met.
One area for improvement that we could address to more thoroughly identify needs of every student is identifying and providing better
support for our highly capital capable students. With the restructuring of the district junior high highly capable system, our highly
capable numbers have increased substantially this year over previous years. This year we have 37 sophomores who have been identified
as highly capable, last year we had 11 and the year before also 11. This gives us a total student population of 59 highly capable students,
or 3.8% of the school population. The root cause of this begins at the district level at which highly capable curriculum consists of AP
coursework at the high school level.

3. How well do school and community systems interact to assure continuity of supports for students? Provide at least one example.

Our best connections with the community run through our CTE Program. We have Pathway Advisory Groups that pair teachers with
industry partners to help make sure students have the ability to graduate with industry certification.

4. What areas have you identified as areas of the strength and where do you hope to strengthen and build further family and community
engagement and partnership(s)?

Parent engagement is definitely an area for growth. We do not currently have a functioning all school parent group (i.e. PTA, Booster Club,
Pride Group, etc.). There is a small group of volunteer parents that will be working during second semester with school administration on
starting a parent group.
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Section 6: PLAN/NEEDS ASSESSMENT Please check or share the most meaningful sources of data used in your needs assessment work 
☐ Washington School Improvement Framework
☐ WaKIDS
☒ Smarter Balanced Assessment/Interim Assessment Blocks
☒ Universal Screening
☐ Progress Monitoring Data
☐ Curriculum Based Assessments
☐ Graduation Rate (1 Year, extended, etc.)
☒ Credit Attainment
☐ Student Mobility Data
☐ Discipline Referrals
☐ Suspension/Expulsion Data (i.e. out of school suspensions/in-
school suspensions)
☐ Restraint and Isolation Data
☐ Time out of class (e.g., visits to nurse, counselor, etc.)
☐ Healthy Youth Survey
☐ School Climate data
☒ Panorama Survey
☐ Perceptual Data: (Local/Organization):

☐ English Language Proficiency Data (i.e. ELPA)
☐ Title III Data
☐ Special Education Eligibility/Disproportionality Data
☐ Special Education Placement Data (LRE)
☐ Review of Student Plans (e.g. Written Student Learning
Plans, Individualized Education Plans and/or 504 Plans)
☐ Educator Data (e.g. out of field, retention, School Employee
Evaluation Survey, NBCT, etc.)
☐ Stakeholder Engagement (e.g. focus groups with families)
☐ Community data (e.g. food pantry visits, calls/texts to crisis
centers, hospital visits, homelessness, etc.)
☐ Extra-curricular activities participation
☐ Fiscal and Financial Data
☐ (Other)
☐ (Other)
☐ (Other)

Section 7: PLAN 
IMPROVEMENT PLAN TO SUPPORT SCHOOLWIDE GOALS & STRATEGIES 

Goal/Priority #1 Planning with Data Using STAR testing data from our 10th graders this fall we are at 54% of students are at 
standard (21% tested at a level 1 and 16% at a level 4). Our goal is for 60% of students to be 
at standard by our Spring Administration with a 5% decrease of students at level 1 and a 4% 
increase of students at level 4 as measured by STAR Reading.  

Goal/Priority #2 Improving Instruction Based on our student sample gathered on December 7, 2022, 30% of students at 
Emerald Ridge High School are encouraged to review their class notes from core 
academic classes at least 3 times per week.  In order to positively impact student 
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Section 7: PLAN 
learning through repetition, we will seek to increase that percentage to at least 80% 
of students being expected to review their notes in core classes at least 3 times per 
week by May 26, 2023. 

Goal/Priority #3 Closing the Gap/Student Growth When looking at our AP data, we want to focus in three categories. 
Enrollment: We saw a large increase in enrollment this year so are not focused on total 
numbers this year. When looking at proportionate enrollment by demographics, our Latinx 
population is the only group more than 1% out of proportion so our goal is to increase this 
groups registration for AP classes in the Spring by 2.5% 
Passing Rate: Our 2022 passing rate is 58% and we would like to raise this to at least 60% 
overall this Spring. We had 3 demographics (African American, Latinx, and Asian) had a 
passing rate of under 50%. Our goal is for all of our demographics to increase passing rates 
to at least 55% this Spring.  
Scores of One: Our 2022 rate of students earning a score of 1 was at 20%. Our goal is to get 
that down to 15% overall this Spring. All three of the demographics mentioned above scored 
a 1 at at least 29%. Our goal is for all three of these demographics to have no more than 20% 
scores of a level 1.  

Section 8: DO 
8a. Activity 8b. Timeframe for 

Implementation 
8c. Lead(s) 8d. Resources 

A1) 
1. Select three groups of students

that are struggling in reading
according to STAR, but who do
not have other interventions
available. Utilize Reading Plus as a
small group instruction model
during Homeroom.

2. Utilize Freckle as a tool for all
students to improve reading skills
when they have a Homeroom

December 

November then 
Recurring 

Lightbody 

Admin and Lightbody 
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Section 8: DO 
Period without homework to 
complete or a pass to get help 
from another teacher.  

A2) 
1. Building-wide note taking

training – Staff PD (Oct 2022?)
2. Sharing of data on note review

survey from AVID students to
reinforce need to review notes

3. Sharing of student/teacher
voice in PD and/or WAG, as
well as strategy sharing
(success stories from teachers)

October 

December/January 

Recurring 

Kelli Findlay 

Leifsen/Bates 

Admin and Staff 

A3) 
1. Meet with each AP teacher to

determine comfort and
readiness level of formative
progress check system to
determine students of need.

2. Teachers use Personal
Progress Checks as formative
tool

3. Using formative data, we will
create student groups who
show a need for support.

4. Teacher and student experts
(students who scored a 5 on
the exam) will lead
remediation study sessions
during academic intervention
time.

December 

Recurring 

January 

February 

Recurring 

Quiles 

Quiles 

Kocian 

Kocian 

Quiles 
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Section 8: DO 
5. We continue to monitor the

PPC’s to gauge the efficacy of
the supports and adjust as
needed.

8a. Budget Table 

Funded Expenditure  
(List any activity that will require 
funding outside of your building 

budget. If it helps, you can also list 
your plan for building budget) 

Funding Source Funding Amount 

A1) 

A2) 

A3) 


	What were some strengths of the activities for at least one high-priority goal implemented this year?
	What challenges did you encounter this year with implementing activities for at least one high-priority goal?
	What adjustments and modifications need to be made towards at least one high-priority goal and its related activities for the upcoming academic year (SY 2023-2024)?



